SNOW DELAYS REGISTRATION

COLLEGE STUDENTS QUALIFY FOR MANY JOBS

Good news is in store for those students who are forced to quit school, those who will terminate their education by failing to pass the Associate Degree, and those who are avoiding summer employment. Companies throughout the country are searching for ambitious young people with various amounts of education.

United States Steel has positions available to those holding an AA degree in almost any technical field, with salaries ranging from $400 to $525 per month, along with the enjoyment of liberal company benefits. Selection is necessary for these positions.

The United States Civil Service Commission has announced the formation of the Junior Federal Assistant Examination. This Federal Program is designed to attract Junior College students into government service jobs ranging from technical fields to personal administration. These jobs are available at government agencies throughout the United States. Application deadline is Feb. 28, 1967.

Illinois Bell Telephone Company is looking for women with some college education to fill openings in the central office, commercial, and traffic departments. One need not be a graduate. The Kiskokoo Council of Girls Scouts needs leaders for a job working with young girls and who like the outdoors to serve as counselors for the summer. A representative will be here April 11 to interview students who are interested in insurance investigation and who will graduate this spring. Applicants must be 21 or over, have typing ability, and have access to a car.

Immediate openings are available for graduates and non-graduates in the marketing department of the Taxable Publishing Company of Morton, Illinois. Salaries range from $5000 to $7500, depending upon the applicant's education and experience. Part-time jobs are also available.

For more information on these and other jobs, see Mr. Dan Johnson in Dahn Hall.
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MORTVEDT TO TOUR EUROPEAN CITIES

Donald Mortvedt, dean of students, will be on leave of absence in March from his Canton College duties while he confers with educators in Europe and on the European continent.

The dean will board a Scandinavian Airlines plane March 2 which will take him to London and his first three-day stop at Oxford. With about 100 U.S. educators on the three-week field study, Dean Mortvedt will travel to Marseilles and Aix-en-Provence, Florence, Moscow, and East Berlin before returning to New York, March 21.

Meeting with administrators, teachers and students at each three or four-day stop, the group will study the contrasts in European secondary and higher education.

Dean Mortvedt, undertaking the venture at his own expense, expects to concentrate on student personnel services. He was granted the time off from his duties here in exchange for extra work performed at the college during the summer.

Some of the scenes on the continent will bring back memories to Dean Mortvedt who was stationed with an Army Intelligence Division attached to the U.S. Air Force at Wiesbaden Air Base in 1955. During his military service, the dean traveled extensively but he has never been to Moscow. Next month. This part of the trip will be on the European continent. He has granted the time off from his duties here in exchange for extra work performed at the college during the summer.

Some of the scenes on the continent will bring back memories to Dean Mortvedt who was stationed with an Army Intelligence Division attached to the U.S. Air Force at Wiesbaden Air Base in 1955. During his military service, the dean traveled extensively but he has never been to Moscow. Next month. This part of the trip will be on the European continent. He has granted the time off from his duties here in exchange for extra work performed at the college during the summer.

Some of the scenes on the continent will bring back memories to Dean Mortvedt who was stationed with an Army Intelligence Division attached to the U.S. Air Force at Wiesbaden Air Base in 1955. During his military service, the dean traveled extensively but he has never been to Moscow. Next month. This part of the trip will be on the European continent. He has granted the time off from his duties here in exchange for extra work performed at the college during the summer.
HAPPINESS IS.  
BY CAROL POMFREY

I have read several "Happiness Is..." columns which have made me think about what happiness is for the college student. After quite a bit of thought, I feel that I have come up with the following list...

- Happiness is... 
- having your first hour class cancelled the day before. 
- knowing your final will not cover the entire semester.
- having to smoke your first cigarette.
- getting an A on a test you did not study for.
- going to the game with your favorite boy or girlfriend.
- knowing you are passing your last course.
- being able to answer a question when asked by your professor.
- sitting in Dahn Dungo taking telephone calls.
- getting out of night class early.
- being able to finish your homework before midnight.
- not receiving any failure notices after midterm.
- being out of class in the winter.
- having a three hour biology lab.
- knowing you can make the right decision by yourself.
- saving your name in print in the college paper.

Jan. 11, 1967

Mr. Harrison Eller
Canton Community College
Canton, Ill.

Dear Mr. Eller:

I would like to take this opport

unity to express my appreciation to you and your young Republican Club of Canton Community College for the great support you showed me in my candidacy for Sheriff of Fulton County.

I was indeed gratified to read of your support in the local paper.

I hope my support over the writers of this county, and I have been gratified to see that this may not have been really much of a whole-hearted support of your club.

I again thank the club for the campaign and the door knocking that they did for me. As Sheriff of Fulton County I cannot ever be of assistance to any of you, you will find this office willing to cooperate.

Sincerely,

Neil R. Butler
Sheriff Fulton County

I LOVE HIM.  
BY GLADYS DAVIS

I love him, and he loves me. We need each other for personal strength. He always wants me by his side in the town of Illinois.

When I sleep with him, he keeps me warm and secure. I am his comforter.

He is sad today, and we are happy together. He tells me all he knows. I do not mean any.

I am not like most friends; I am not going to be a showdown. I do not intend to.

We are together, and I trust him, and he has a lot of confidence in me. We know the true meaning of devotion.

There are few occasions when we must part. These times occur on Monday, I am Linus's blunder, and Monday is wash day.

January 16, 1967

To Whom It May Concern:

I have been in a unique position to observe the activities and accomplishments of a relatively new Young Republican Club at Canton College in Canton, Ill. It is difficult for me to express the great regard that I have for the efforts put forth by this club on behalf of Republican candidates in Illinois.

In my own case, Canton College Young Republicans campaigned with me at factory gates at the International Harvester Co. in Canton at six o'clock in the morning. They arranged a fund-raising dinner which proved to be most successful. They worked extremely well with the regular Republican Party organization. They were available on call when needed to perform some of the laborious and time-consuming jobs important in winning an election. In other words, they were outstanding.

This is a relatively new club, but the members have already demonstrated their ability to get things done. Quite often groups such as this are inclined to talk a good game, but do nothing really practical. Just to prove this is true, Canton College has been true in the case of the Canton College Young Republicans, and I credit them with being an important factor in my election to the U.S. Congress.

Sincerely,

Tom Rolfsback
Member of Congress 19th Illinois District

CANTON COUNTRY CLUB'S FIRST HOLE RESIMULATES A JAPANESE BRUSH DRAWING after the Feb. 1 ice storm.
DIAMONDS, GAL’S BEST FRIEND
By Barbara Acher

Have you ever worn a $40 diamond ring? I had the privilege of trying one on while I interviewed Jerry Dawson of Reichert's Jewelry Store.

The diamond industry is most fascinating. It is really hard to find a stone that will be suitable for a ring because 80 per cent of all diamonds that are found are not of good quality. Diamonds are formed under immense heat, 6,000 to 7,000 feet below the surface of the earth. Approximately 98 per cent of the diamonds are found in Africa; in the diamond factories men go through 22 tons of rock and travel to find enough diamonds to weigh two carats.

Since the diamond is the hardest substance known to man, it takes eight hours to cut through even a small stone. After the diamond is cut, a man polishes all facets into it.

At Reichert's most of the diamonds that are sold are unmounted, that is, you pick a stone the size and price you want to pay and then pick a mounting that will go nicely with the stone. Whereas most women want perfect stones, men prefer the small ones that are not as perfect.

The diamonds received by Reichert's are sent by registered mail from the Blue Bird Diamond Syndicate in Chicago. The diamonds come in packages of 10-15. Over 95 per cent of the diamonds sold are of the Brilliant or American cut. Diamonds are sold in just about all colors, but most people prefer the white. Since no color or anything else will hurt a diamond, it will continue to keep its value.

Reichert's diamond experts said that some of the best times of the year for selling diamonds are Christmas and during May. Fathers, don't let this upset you, Valentine's Day would be just as fine a time as any to buy your girl her diamond. And keep in mind that if your engagement doesn't last, Reichert's will buy back the ring.

Barb Acker's eyes gleam as Jerry Dawson shows her a tray of dinner rings.

Valentine Apron Requires No Sewing!
A stapler and Valentine gift wrap paper are all that's needed for young women to make pretty Valentine's Day party aprons. From two packets of "Love Valentine" paper by Noracron, with its appropriate hearts and flowers motif, you can make two aprons. Adorn waistbands with real lace for a frothy finish.

For each apron, you'll need a 36" length of white cotton lace, a yard of red ribbon and some transparent tape. Tape 1/4" hem along one long side of paper. Tape 1/4" hems along short sides.

Tape lace to unhemmed long side, then pleat apron as in photograph at left.

For waistband, cut strip of wrap 7 1/2" long to fit. Tape 1/4" hems on each long side. Fold in half lengthwise. Insert apron in fold and staple securely. Staple 18" length of ribbons in each end of waistband.


This view through the gemoscope shows the many facets of the diamond.

Not within most college students' budgets but much to be admired is this $450 diamond dinner ring shown to a Lancer reporter.

February showers don't bring anything but wet feet and misery. Puddles, or lakes, on East Elm Street Feb. 1, were four times as large as this water hazard outside the entrance to Dahn Dungeon.

WARNING! LANGUAGE CHANGES ... and so should your dictionary!
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate has the new words and new meanings you need to be up to date and well informed today.

ORDER YOUR MERRIAM-WEBSTER NOW ... TODAY'S BEST HANDY-SIZE DICTIONARY FOR SCHOOL, HOME, OFFICE

VALENTINE CARDS FOR FEB. 14th
WHITE'S BOOK STORE
12 South Main Street
Canton, Illinois 61520

WISH I'D SAID THAT

"If you get clobbered, you'll look for a chance to even the score—that's the vision and why I keep coming back for more." — Dan North, Litchfield (Conn.) inquirer.

"The automobile may have replaced the horse, but the man who drives should stay on the wagon." — Lee Call, Star Valley (Afton, Wyo.) Independent.
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WISH I'D SAID THAT

"If you get clobbered, you'll look for a chance to even the score—that's the vision and why I keep coming back for more." — Dan North, Litchfield (Conn.) inquirer.
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Young Republicans, preparing a scrapbook for YR State Convention, include (clockwise), Steve Blust, Ross Dickson and Allan Dickson.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
COLLECT MONEY FOR CEREBRAL PALSY
by Alan Dickson

On Sunday, January 15th, the Canton College Young Republicans marched for United Cerebral Palsy. The Y.R.'s were asked by the Cerebral Palsy Committee to organize a group of Canton College students to march from door to door and ask for contributions for this worthy cause.

The Y.R.'s were rather dismayed at the fact that they did not receive support from other clubs or school organizations. Although it was final exam week, the marches were held only for one hour of their time.

Although hampered by lack of school support and 15 degree weather, the Y.R.'s marched and collected a total of $50. The United Cerebral Palsy of Illinois Committee were grateful for the Young Republicans' support. They remarked that more than 200,000 children are affected with the crippling condition known as cerebral palsy. Brains damaged at birth, many of them are so severely affected that they cannot walk or speak— or even feed themselves. And each year 15,000 more are born with cerebral palsy. But these children are being helped through research and treatment programs of United Cerebral Palsy.

The funds the Y.R.'s helped to raise are to be used for research into the cause, treatment, and prevention of cerebral palsy; public and professional education; and direct service programs in this area for victims of cerebral palsy. Twenty-five per cent of receipts are forwarded to the national organization of United Cerebral Palsy for research. Approximately 75% of receipts will be allocated for the state program of legislation, promotion, special education, coordination, and special programs. The balance of funds received will remain in this area to be made available for direct community services to victims of cerebral palsy who are in need of assistance. These funds will provide summer day camp programs, special scholarships, and other programs designed to help the handicapped.

W. Harrison Elker, the club advisor, led his Young Republicans through their assigned area and found that a large majority of the Canton residents were more than willing to contribute. After covering the specific area, the Y.R.'s proceeded to the Elk's Hotel to tally the contributions. The money was then turned over to the Canton College Cerebral Palsy Committee.

Those who devoted their time to the march were W. Harrison Elker, advisor; Steve Blust, Richard Dippes, Robert Gilliet, Ross Dickson, Rob Fulton, Alan Gilliet, Alan Dickson and Stephen J. Waterworth.

New officers of Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity began their duties on the first day of second semester. They are from left to right: Lee Kuhlman, secretary; John Krider, president; Steve Walden, treasurer; Tim Elder, vice president; and Turney Prince, sergeant-at-arms. Lloyd Collins and Nick Nixson are assistant sergents-at-arms.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Urge Support
Of The
STUDENT SENATE
Sponsoring
A
VALENTINE DANCE
Feb. 14
SEE YOU THERE!

Members of Sigma Alpha Theta sorority have elected officers for second semester. They are left to right: Jan Buchan, president; Cindy Harsh, reporter; Dee Smith, treasurer; Carol Heckman, social chairman; and Betty Slaughter, secretary.

Louie's DARI CASTLE
*Walk-In
*Drive-In
*Phone-In
647-5377

Treat Yourself To
Our Pizza

SMALL (9") $5.95

LARGE (12") $9.95

Choice of . . .
MUSHROOM - PEPPERONI - SAUSAGE - CHEESE

VALENTINES

Before You Buy, Be Sure
To See Our Vast Selection Of
Valentines

Over Twenty Feet
Of Counter Space Devoted
Entirely To

Valentines
SEE BERNARD & LILLIAN SMITH
AT
CAMPUS BOOK SHOP
S. W. Corner of Square
Fulton County's Largest Distributors
Of Greeting Cards

WBYS
"Your Good Neighbor
On The Air"
Dial 1560-Canton, Ill.

PHI KAPS
HOLD SMOKER
Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity held its second rush smoker of the 1965-66 school year Wednesday, Feb. 8, in the Elks Hotel banquet room. Prospective pledges filled out questionnaires participated in a general discussion period and heard speeches by the club's president and vice president. All male students attending Canton Community College were invited to attend. Free refreshments were provided for those present.

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS

PERFORMANCE
LANDMARK
67 SPORTSTER

XLC

SELKIRK'S
HELPER-DAVIDSON
SALES
Phone 647-2732
Canton, Ill.
Sigma Iota Nu has elected officers for second semester. They are from left to right, Mark Heuer, secretary; Chuck Maroon, sargeant-at-arms; Tim Donovan, treasurer; Tom Dunne, vice president; and Darryl Waggle, president.

The 11-foot mural has been completed and is now hanging in Dahm Dungeon. Steve Ferguson and Barrie Wilson, Canton College students, worked under the direction of Mrs. Betty Starasta to prepare the addition to the college student lounge.

Senator Sponsor Valentine Dance

The student Senate is sponsoring the annual "Sweetheart Banquet" Tuesday, Feb. 14, at the Canton Country Club from 6:30 to 10:30. The semi-formal dance will feature Wild Child Gibion. Admission is $1.50.

Tickets are available from any student Senate member.

The student organization also sponsored a display at the activities fair during registration. Although the snow hampered the number of students who were able to see the fair, a number of CCC men and women signed up for the student Senate polling committee.

Anyone who was unable to sign up for the steering committee during registration and now wishes to do so is urged by the Senate to give their name, address, and telephone number to any Senate member.

A suggestion was brought up concerning the possibility of having a Dips and Dance at the YMCA. The Senate wishes to determine student interest in such a dance before any further action is taken.

WBYS
"Your Good Neighbor On The Air"
Dial 1560 Canton, Ill.

Eat Well And Early — It's Easy

Want to put in a good weekday? Put away a good breakfast.

Nutritional studies by the U.S. Department of Agriculture show that workers who eat a good meal before leaving home get more done than those who skip breakfast or eat a low-nutritional one. The same is true for homemakers, weight-watchers and students.

Since there's as much as a 10-hour stretch between dinner and breakfast, the first meal of the day must provide a large share of energy food. Nutritionists say children and adults with average workloads should have one-fourth to one-third of the day's total food, including eggs, meat and milk, at breakfast.

They recommend that a good breakfast should provide vitamins, minerals and proteins to build and repair the body.

It's Not Too Late!
Sign Up
A CCC Activity
See:
Club Member or sponsors
This public service ad provided by
YOUNG REPUBLICAN CLUB

σIN

WHITE COURT CAFE
Dinners & Short Orders
Student Specials Everyday
USE YOUR MEAL TICKETS

STEREO VILLAGE
87 E. Elm Street
Phone 647-3744
Headquarters for
Tape Recorders
Transistor Radios
Car Stereo & Tapes
All At Friendly Prices
CCC BOYS SPARK WATER POLO SQUAD
BY CHUCK HINES
CANTON YMCA

Fifteen Canton Community College students are learning the rough and rugged sport of water polo as a part of the college's physical education program.

The students are practicing each Monday night at the Canton YMCA under the guidance of Charles Hulk, a "Y" aquatic director and a former All-American water polo player.

Equipment used for the practice was purchased partly by the college and partly by the YMCA.

In the group's first scrimmage recently, Fred Smiser, a freshman from Pekin, led the scoring with 5 goals. Gene Besalay tallied 3, Dave Neubert 2, Bruce Willons 2, Los Fulton 1, and Rod Ingersoll 1. Other college students in the polo program are Leon (Butch) Stowers, Bill Starch, Sinn Ulrich, Gayle Signes, Dennis Brooks, Jim Rippon, Steve Elasser, Harold Wisker and Dean Effnerfiltrer.

Canton College water polo club opened its 1957 season by playing a 4-4 overtime tie with the Canton YMCA team. The college jumped to a 1-0 lead on a score by Fred Smiser, only to have the "Y" poloists rally and take a 4-3 lead going into the fourth quarter. However, the Crusaders tied it up, forcing the game into overtime. Neither team could score in the three-minute overtime period, and so the final score was 4-4.

Smiser scored three times for the Crusaders, while Gene Besalay made the other score. Dave Neubert turned in an outstanding defensive game as the goalie. Other Crusader competitors were Los Fulton, Jim Rippon and Rod Ingersoll.

The water poloists have other contests scheduled with Drake University, the Western Illinois University freshman, the Sheridan Swimming Club of Quincy, and the Davenport, IA, Water Polo Club.

Water polo originated in Great Britain nearly 100 years ago and has been played in the U.S. since 1888. It gained Olympic status in 1908, 25 years before basketball became an Olympic sport.

There are about 600 water polo teams in this country, including 20 in Illinois. The sport combines swimming speed and stamina with ball-handling skill and teamwork; it is regarded as one of the most difficult of all sports.

See why he loves DENNEY'S His shirts are DAZZLING WHITE

His shirts are cleaner than ever before.

WE REPLACE BUTTONS -FREE-
DENNEY DRY CLEANERS
Ph. 647-0531
41 W. Locust

THE NAME'S THE SAME
The most common surname in the English-speaking world
is Smith. There are an estimated 1,200,000 Smiths in the U.S. alone!

CCC students find water polo rugged going in the goal area.

Officiating in water polo isn't always a "dry land" operation as can be seen in this photo taken during a recent match in the Canton YMCA.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
FROM THE LANCER STAFF

"Try to relax..."
Crusaders Defeat MacMurray 107-75

By Peter Joseph III

Opening with what could be called a ragged play, Canton and MacMurray College waged a free-for-all match at Ingersoll Gym in front of a sparse crowd of 250 people. The rough edges soon disappeared under the "crushing zone" of Jim Norman, and the Crusaders went on to maul MacMurray 107-75.

MacMurray allowed down the first quarter, or to be exact, Sammy Gowers and Bernie Cowan teamed up two veterans to man the visitors for four straight points, MacMurray allowed some fabulous outside shooting, but many of their "runners" were snatched by Al Ford, who was credited with 17 rebounds.

Starting the second half with a 44-31 lead, the Crusaders went to MacMurray where they left off, with Bernie and Sammy dominating the visitors by scoring the nuts for a combined 41 points. Al Ford found his hitting range good for 18. Bob "Hawk" Martin played an impressive rebounding game, plus a fine offensive game, dropping in 14. John Tamey, although not playing the entire game, picked off 12 rebounds and scored ten points.

The team as a whole worked as fine knitting, combining for some very good assists, rebonding, and shooting.

The fourth quarter saw the Crusaders upped after a late third quarter rally by Gowers, Cowan, Ford, Martin, Meyers, and Tamey which put the final thumbs to MacMurray. Everyone scored and was in figures. As of Tuesday's game results, Gowers and Ford are fourth and fifth respectively in Central Illinois College scoring.

CANTON:

Gowers 18
Cowan 15
Meyers 11
Ford 10
Tamey 8
Martin 6
Cowan 6

MACMURRAY:

Desmond 12
Douglass 6
Anderson 4
Peters 6
Woodland 4
Samuel 4
Alexander 4
Cross 4
Gay 6
Watson 6

FEBRUARY 1943

Feb. 10, 1933—A new feature in telegraphic service was introduced in New York when the Postal Telegraph Company started to deliver "singing telegrams."

Feb. 10, 1974—Andrew Bradford of Philadelphia published the first magazine in the U.S. a periodical he called The American Magazine, or a Monthly View of the Political State of the British Colonies. Benjamin Franklin had helped to get out the first American periodical, but his magazine, The General Magazine & Historical Chronicle, went on sale three days after Bradford's.

Feb. 14, 1886—The West

Leisure time is when your wife can't find you.

Coast citrus industry was born as the first trainload of oranges left Los Angeles for eastern markets.

Feb. 17, 1897—Two thousand women attended a meeting in Washington, D.C., to organize the National Congress of Mothers, the foremother of today's Parent-Teacher Association.

Feb. 25, 1840—The first so-called "society reporter" made his debut as William H. Atlee, an ex-sports writer of the New York Herald, covered the costume ball given by Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brevoort in New York attended in a suit of armor. The results of his report went to a scandal so acute that the City Council promptly passed a statute forbidding masked balls.

CCC TOPS

ISU, 85-76

Led by Al Ford's 29 points, the Crusaders defeated Illinois State University's freshman 85-76 here Thursday night.

Sam Gowers came through with 19 points for the winning cause, while Bob Martin and Bernie Cowan contributed 13 apiece.

The ISU frosh could never overcome CCC's early lead, even with Bob and Paul Sperry collecting 32 points.

Helping Ford with the rebound attack was Gary Meyers with ten points.

Thursday's win gave the Crusaders a 13-5 record.

BOX SCORE

ISU Fresh

Voyles 5
Gibbs 3
Bath 8
Sperry 6
Flowers 2
Smith 1
Brown 1
Total 33

CCC

Ford 15
Meyers 6
Cowan 6
Gowers 7
Total 36

S & H S & H

"Your Local Speed Shop"
110 East Avenue E
Lewistown, Illinois

Super Reverse Chrome Wheels—all cars $69.95
Astro Mags $100 and up
Crager Mags $126 and up
Dual Exhaust Sets $39 and up
Cranes and Rev assemblies from $58
Cyclone Mufflers $7.50

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL:
SS 350 Chevy Crane Cams — $87.50 Complete
(Includes Rev assemblies)

WE ALSO HAVE:

Tach Batteries
Mag Wheel Care
Sulfer Helmets
Window Tint
VHT Header Paint
Vacuum eliminator for Holley carburator

WE CAN INSTALL ALL CAMS — $30 and UP
ENGINE REBUILDING AND REPAIR

Harold Schnarr, Proprietor

Gasly Spies gets set for a mighty heave in a water polo game played in a water polo game played in the Canton YMCA.

Canton Crusaders, battling ISU in Alice Ingersoll Gym, Feb. 2, got strong offensive and defensive help from Al Ford of Milwaukee, who scored 29 points.
JC STUDENTS QUALIFY FOR GOVERNMENT JOBS

Junior college students expecting to graduate this spring now have a new opportunity to qualify for civil service jobs. The Civil Service Commission has announced openings in the Federal career positions program which are specifically aimed at junior college graduates and at those with combinations of education and experience equivalent to two years of college. Deadline for applying is Feb. 28.

The Junior Federal Assistant Examination is designed to fill positions in subprofessional, technical, and administrative fields. Starting salary is $52 a week. The jobs will be filled throughout the Government, some in Washington, D.C., and many outside of Washington.

Applicants will be given a written test on Saturday, March 28, Junior college students who are still in school but expect to graduate within nine months of the test date are encouraged to apply, but they cannot be hired until the educational requirements are completed.

The U.S. Government is seeking young people at high potential to assist in such fields as economics, personnel administration, writing, automotive data processing, finance, accounting, law, library, statistics, supply, and transportation.

Persons who apply for the Junior Federal Assistant Examination must have two years of college or two years of work experience of a type suitable to prepare them for positions covered by the examination. The examination does not apply to Federal jobs in the fields of science and engineering.

Additional information about the Junior Federal Assistant Examination and how to apply may be obtained from many post offices, CSC regional offices and interagency boards of examiners, or the Civil Service Commission, central office at 1900 E. Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20415.

And at the end of the line they take your money. Mrs. Charolette Phillips helps a student go through the last step during January registration.

CARNIVOROUS COUNTRY

The world’s greatest meat eaters are the people of New Zealand, who consumed 249 pounds per capita in a recent year.

WISE GEYSER

The Waimangu geysier, in New Zealand, erupted to a height in excess of 1,000 feet in 1909. It erupted violently in 1917, and has not been active since.

KNEPPS HAS VALENTINE PARTY DRESSES

$18

CCC STUDENT PAT TAYLOR MODELS A STRIKING 100% WOOL KNIT, IN VALENTINE COLORS STYLED DRAMATICALLY BY JONATHAN LOGAN PETITES

SEE KNEPPS FOR CAMPUS STYLES EAST SIDE SQUARE